UID School Meeting – January 2016
Participants: 4 BFA, 5 APD, 15 IxD, 2 TD, 13 IDI, 1 SSC, 3 PhD students, 16 staff
Fire alarm/Auditorium
This Monday morning the fire alarm started since a hose to one of the sprinklers
broke. When the fire alarm goes off it is very important that everyone leaves the
building. Evacuation went very well, as always at UID. The stage in the
auditorium needs renovation due to the water damage and therefore
auditorium cannot be used in the coming weeks.
Ställverket
The notice board in the stairway outside the BFA studio will be transformed into
a student curated space with half of it for “UID housing ads” and second hand
selling/renting, “UID:s own e-bay”, and the other half dedicated to showing
current issues/projects/ideas/stuff from the different educations and classes on a
rolling schedule basis. More information on this to come!
The cleaning list for the student kitchen is updated, and also the pub list for this
semester. Please have a look at both, and sign up for hosting a pub!
There is an open position as a student representative in the education group.
Election will be held after announcement from Ställverket.
The printed Wozzop will be closer connected to Ställverket, there will be titles
within Ställverket for the ones working with Wozzop. There will also be a
possibility to get financial compensation from Ställverket when working with
Wozzop.
Studio move
TD has now moved to their new studio. Thomas is taking care of coordinating
the layout in the studio for IxD and APD. There is a question about the cleaning
of the studio floor. Cleaning staff is responsible for cleaning the floor, but it is
important they get access to all areas to be able to do their work. If there are
things on the floor or if the aisles are too, narrow they will not be able to clean
at all. So please make sure that no boxes and cables are lying on the floor! If you
need cable hangers, please talk to Anders (or use Sysaid).
Staff
Elin Andersson, communication officer, will be leaving us during the spring. Her
employment has gradually started to be transferred to her new department. She
will work 25% at UID during January and February, mainly with setting up the
timeline and communication guidelines for the UID’16 event.
Recruitment process for senior lecture in form, sketch and visualization is

continuing. Three persons will be interviewed within the coming weeks. There
will be a workshop for engaging students in this process.
Sara Eriksson, staff administrator, hurt her thumb so she will be away a couple of
weeks. Talk to Maria or Ingela if there are any urgent matters and we will try to
solve them.

Degree project season
Degree project season is coming up and many of us will have higher work load.
Please be aware that staff resources are limited in the workshop. Sometimes
they are busy with education and tutoring and you cannot disturb them in these
situations. Workshop staff and programme directors are working on how to best
communicate how much support, and when, different student groups can
expect in relation to courses and projects during the spring term.
Also take care of yourself and try to get proper sleep instead of spending the
night at UID, you will be more effective during the days this way. And you will
have more fun, probably, as well!
Next School Meeting: February 3 at 13.00 – hopefully then in the Auditorium.
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